Slim and symmetrical. Every message will command attention.

Slim 4K UHD Signage with Dynamic Crystal Color

Get maximum impact with every message with the Samsung QBR/QBR-N series UHD signage displays. With a sleek and symmetrical design, they’re simple to install cleanly and beautifully into every retail location. 3840 x 2160 resolution means your promotions will be exceptionally sharp and crisp, while UHD upscaling improves all your content, for maximum impact 16/7. And Dynamic Crystal Color supports up to 1 billion colors for incredibly rich color and lifelike people and products.
## Samsung QBR/QBR-N Series UHD Commercial Displays

### Connectivity
- **Power Supply**: AC 100 - 240 V (~), 50 Hz / 60 Hz
- **Power Consumption**: 110 W / 120 W
- **Memory**: L1 Instruction Cache: 48 KB, L1 Data Cache: 128 KB, L2 Cache: 2 MB
- **On-Chip Cache**: 0 KB
- **Graphics**: Graphic resolution: 1920 x 1080
- **Graphics (FDM)**: 8 GB (8.8 GB Occupied by O/S, 4.4 GB Available)
- **Graphics (Embedded)**: 8 GB
- **Graphics (DVI)**: 8 GB
- **Shader Model**: 1.1
- **Input**: 3840 x 2160
- **Output**: 3840 x 2160
- **Multimedia Video Decoder**: MPEG-1/2/4, H.263, H.264/AVC, UHD H.264/AVC, VC-1, AVS+, HEVC, JPEG, PNG, VP8, VP9
- **Audio Decoder**: AC3 (DD), MPEG
- **Audio In**: DVI / HDMI
- **Audio Out**: Stereo Mini Jack, DVI / HDMI / Audio
- **Audio Out**: Stereo Mini Jack, DVI / HDMI / Audio
- **USB 2.0**: 0.5 A
- **USB 2.0**: 2.0 x 2
- **RJ45**: 2.5 GB, LPDDR4 1.5 GHz
- **HDMI**: 2.5 GB, LPDDR4 1.5 GHz
- **DVI / HDMI**: 2.5 GB, LPDDR4 1.5 GHz

### Hardware Specifications
- **Temperature Sensor**: Yes
- **Pivot Display**: Yes
- **Clock Battery (168 Hrs Clock Keeping)**: Yes
- **Built in Speaker (10W 2ch)**: Yes
- **IP5x Rating**: Yes
- **Wi-Fi/Bluetooth (Not Available in -N models)**: Yes
- **Tuner**: No
- **Wi-Fi**: Yes/Yes
- **Bluetooth**: Yes/Yes

## Samsung ProCare Indoor Display Solutions
- **Fast Track with White Glove Next Business Day Exchange**
- **Fast Track Next Business Day Exchange**

## Product Support
- **Customer Support**: 1-866-SAM4BIZ
- **Insight**: insights.samsung.com
- **Support Site**: samsung.com/business
- **Warranty**: 3 Years Onsite (Parts/Labor/Backlight)
- **Service**: CL4M00X
- **Warranty**: 3 Years Onsite (Parts/Labor/Backlight)
- **Warranty**: CL4M00X
- **Warranty**: 3 Years Onsite (Parts/Labor/Backlight)

## Learn More
- **Samsung Business Solutions**: samsung.com/business
- **Insights**: insights.samsung.com
- **Samsung.com**: samsung.com
- **B2B Digital Signage**: samsung.com/b2bdigitalsignage
- **Follow Us**: @SamsungBizUSA
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